
WORK ROLL CONSUMPTION

1) Average consumption for 3-mm HRC (80 mm at 6 m/min) . four-high mill stands with positive and negative work roll
bending. â€¢stand no.

Some pads for vibration damping are mounted between rolls thread and hub. These severe conditions can lead
to premature bearing failure due to damage conditions such as flaking. Pair cross rolling involves using either
flat or parabolically crowned rolls, but shifting the ends at an angle so that the gap between the edges of the
rolls will increase or decrease, thus allowing for dynamic crown control. Nozzle systems for selective roll
cooling processes Systems and valves for selective roll cooling. The tough environments found in steel mills
require components that can withstand the challenging conditions as well as contribute to keeping cost and
energy consumption down. Rolling material gets correct dimensions along the width. Narrowest
manufacturing tolerances can only partially be achieved by forge rolling. In case roll shall be rotated with a
wobbler, roll drive end shall have a form of crosspiece for roll connection with shaft connection via
intermediate wobbler coupling. This method is more expensive but it allows to compact metal structure close
to outer surface work surface and provides longer roll operation lifetime. Correct rolling accident treatment
method Severe rolling accidents lead to more mill roll consumption. This provides synchronization of their
rotation. Rolls for many section mills are cast in special metal molds, with rough passes that resemble design
of future passes. This is achieved by metal drafting creating specified dimensions and cross profile. Forge
rolling is mainly used to preform long-scaled billets through targeted mass distribution for parts such as
crankshafts, connection rods, steering knuckles and vehicle axles. A four-high mill has four rolls, two small
and two large. This is important because mass flow of the material must be preserved, and the more a material
is reduced, the more it is elongated. The deviation from complete flatness is the direct result of the workpiece
relaxation after hot or cold rolling, due to the internal stress pattern caused by the non-uniform transversal
compressive action of the rolls and the uneven geometrical properties of the entry material. The output from a
strip mill is coiled and, subsequently, used as the feed for a cold rolling mill or used directly by fabricators.
The problem with a small roll is a reduction of stiffness, which is overcome using backup rolls. Sheet and
grooved rolls. A cluster mill has more than 4 rolls, usually in three tiers. Other method of decreasing roll
deflection include increasing the elastic modulus of the roll material and adding back-up supports to the rolls.


